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In June, Bolivia's state-run mining company (Corporacion Minera de Bolivia, COMIBOL) invited
domestic and foreign investors to bid for rights to explore and exploit mineral deposits on some one
million hectares of land. The move forms part of the government's plan to partially privatize state
companies by either selling operating contracts to private bidders, or by inviting investors to directly
purchase minority shares in government firms. When President Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada took
office in August 1993, he launched a novel "state capitalization plan" (plan de capitalizacion).
Under the plan, the government promised to open up strategic productive sectors previously
run as state monopolies to domestic and foreign investors in order to attract desperately needed
private capital to finance development programs. Since its inception, the plan generated broad
opposition from the country's labor movement, which considers the program a thinly veiled effort
to accelerate the privatization of state firms. In fact, throughout the second half of 1993 and early
1994, the nation's principal labor confederation (Central Obrera Boliviana, COB) led frequent street
demonstrations and strikes to protest government efforts to trim the public sector labor force to
make state institutes more efficient and thus more attractive to private investors.
From August to December 1993, COB estimates some 10,000 civil servants were laid off, including
about 2,000 of COMIBOL's estimated 6,000 employees. Under the capitalization plan, the
government hopes to sell off a minority of stock to private investors in the government's six key
companies, earning between US$2 billion and US$3 billion, according to official estimates. Those
six firms include the petroleum company Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB),
the telecommunications enterprise Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (ENTEL), the state
electricity company Empresa Nacional de Energia Electrica (ENDE), the railroad company Empresa
Nacional de Ferrocarriles (ENFE), the state smelting firm Empresa Nacional de Fundicion (ENAF),
and the state airlines Lloyd Aereo Boliviano (LAB). In other strategic sectors such as mining,
however, the government plans to grant contracts to private firms without actually selling off shares
in state companies.
Thus, the announcement in June that COMIBOL would immediately accept bids to explore and
exploit state mining lands marks the first major step forward in the government's capitalization
plan. Most of the land area that COMIBOL is opening to private investors is concentrated in the
southern department of Potosi, the site of Bolivia's legendary colonial-era silver mines. Those
areas contain vast deposits of gold, silver, zinc, antimony, bismuth, iron, and lead. Some 40 foreign
companies have so far expressed interest, although the concessions will not be announced until after
July 29, when the present round of bidding closes.
According to COMIBOL officials, huge operating losses had already led to government grants to
private investors to exploit some state mines in recent years, but this is the first time since Bolivia's
mines were nationalized in 1952 that the government has opened up such huge concessions in a
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single round of bidding to private firms. Since 1952, COMIBOL has lost an estimated US$1.2 billion
in its operations. Meanwhile, in a related development, the government announced in early June
that it plans to liquidate some 230 small state firms. According to government spokespersons, about
200 of the targeted companies are really "phantom firms" which in effect only exist on paper since
they were authorized to begin operations under previous governments but never actually opened
their doors. The remaining 30 companies are mostly small regional development offices that the
government plans to integrate into larger state institutes.
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